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The null condition and global existence
of nonlinear elastic waves

Thomas C. Sideris?

Department of Mathematics, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106, USA

Oblatum 29-V-1995

1. Introduction

The equations of motion for the displacement of an isotropic, homogeneous,
hyperelastic material form a quasilinear hyperbolic system,

Lu = @2t u− c22�u− (c21 − c22)3(3 · u) = F(3u)32u ;

in three space dimensions, with wave speeds 0¡ c2 ¡ c1 and a nonlinearity,
the precise form of which will be spelled out in later sections. We shall prove
that for certain classes of materials, small initial disturbances give rise to global
smooth solutions. These special materials are distinguished by a null condition
imposed on the quadratic portion of the nonlinearity.
It is known from the work of John [6], that the equations possess almost

global solutions for small initial values. Moreover, John [4] has identi�ed a
genuine nonlinearity condition which, at least in the spherically symmetry case,
leads to formation of singularities even for small data, see also [3]. The null
condition, presented below, is the complementary case to genuine nonlinearity.
Thus, the situation is entirely analogous to the case of scalar nonlinear wave

equations. Small solutions exist almost globally [7, 8]. Examples suggest that
small solutions break down in �nite time [4, 11], unless the quadratic terms in
the non-linearity satisfy a null condition, in which case they exist globally [1, 9].
In the present case, however, such results are not immediate generalizations
of the scalar case. The original proofs of the existence results for the wave
equation depended upon the Lorentz invariance of the equations, a property not
shared by the equations of elasticity. Nevertheless, using various extensions of
the ideas in [10], we obtain global existence with the null condition without
the bene�t of Lorentz invariance.

? Research partially supported by the National Science Foundation, DMS-9500284.



324 T.C. Sideris

There are two new observations which lead to the global existence result.
First, within the class of physically meaningful nonlinearities arising from the
hyperelasticity assumption, there exists a null condition. The null condition
leads to enhanced decay in L2 (i.e. (1 + t)−2 instead of (1 + t)−1) of the
nonlinear terms along the light cones. Secondly, it is shown how to combine
the weighted L∞−L2 and L2−L2 estimates obtained in [10] in order to obtain
enhanced decay inside the light cones.
A precise statement of the existence theorem is given in Sect. 5, after intro-

ducing a bit of (mostly) standard notation in Sect. 2, formulating the equations
of motion in Sect. 3, and exploring the nonlinearity in Sect. 4. In order to
avoid too much technicality, we consider a truncated version of the equations,
since only the quadratically nonlinear terms matter in the construction of small
solutions. The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of the result, based on
energy and decay estimates.

2. Notation

We begin with a brief description of the notation to be used, most of which
is standard, leading to a de�nition of the function space in which solutions are
to be constructed.
Partial derivatives will be written as

@0 = @t =
@
@t

and @i =
@
@xi
; i = 1; 2; 3 :

We will also abbreviate

@ = (@0; @1; @2; @3); and 3 = (@1; @2; @3) :

The angular momentum operators are the vector �elds


 = (
1; 
2; 
3) = x ∧3 ;

∧ being the usual vector cross product. Then the spatial partial derivatives can
be conveniently decomposed into radial and angular components

3 =
x
r
@r − x

r2
∧ 
; where r = |x|; and @r =

x
r

· 3 : (2:1)

In the present context of isotropic elasticity, solutions are invariant under the
simultaneous rotation of dependent and independent variables, whose generators
are given by the vector �elds


̃ = 
I + U

with

U1 =

[ 0 0 0
0 0 1
0 −1 0

]
; U2 =

[ 0 0 −1
0 0 0
1 0 0

]
; U3 =

[ 0 1 0
−1 0 0
0 0 0

]
:
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The scaling operator is
S = t@t + r@r ;

however, due to the scaling law of the forthcoming equations, it is more precise
and more convenient to use

S̃ = S − 1 :
The eight vector �elds will be written as � = (�0; : : : ; �7) = (@; 
̃; S̃). The
commutator of any two �’s is either 0 or another �. By �a; |a| = �; will be
meant an ordered product of � vector �elds �a1 · · ·�a� . (Note that we are not
using the standard multi-index notation because of the noncommutativity of the
�’s.)
We will also have occasion to use the operators |D| = √−� and |D|−1

which are most easily de�ned by their symbols: |�| and |�|−1, respectively.
In order to describe the solution space we also introduce the time indepen-

dent analog of �. Set

� = (�1; : : : ; �7) = (3 ; 
̃; r@r − 1) :
Then the �’s have the same commutation properties as the �’s. Moreover, |D|
and |D|−1 commute with �1; : : : ; �6; while

[�7; |D|] = |D| and [�7; |D|−1] = −|D|−1 ; (2:2)

as can be checked using the Fourier transform. De�ne

H�� = {f ∈ L2(R3)3 : �af ∈ L2(R3)3; |a|5 �} ;
with the norm

‖f‖2H�� =
∑
|a|5�

‖�af‖2L2(R3) :

By the commutation relation (2.2), it follows that

|D| : H�� → H�−1� :

The natural energy norm associated to the linear operator is

E1(u(t)) = 1
2

∫
R3
[ |@tu(t; x)|2 + c22|3u(t; x)|2 + (c21 − c22)(3 · u)2]dx ;

and higher order norms are de�ned through

E�(u(t)) =
∑

|a|5�−1
E1(�au(t)) :

In order to control the remaining derivatives up to order �; we also introduce
a nonlocal version of the energy

E0(u(t)) = E1(|D|−1u(t)); and E�(u(t)) =
∑
|a|5�

E0(�au(t)) :
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Thus, we have

E�(u(t))5 CE�(u(t)); and E�−1(3u(t))5 CE�(u(t)) ;

as well as∑
|a|5�

‖�au(t)‖2L2 5 CE�(u(t)) and
∑

|a|5�−1
‖@�au(t)‖2L2 5 CE�(u(t)) :

The solution will be constructed in the space

X �(T ) =

{
u(t; x) : u ∈

�⋂
j=0
Cj([0; T );H�−j� ); @tu ∈

�⋂
j=0
Cj([0; T ); |D|H�−j� )

}
:

For u ∈ X �(T ), the norms E�(u(t)) and E�(u(t)) are �nite, 05 t ¡ T .

3. The equations of motion

We now present an explicit description of the equations of motion for the
displacement of an isotropic, homogeneous, hyperelastic material �lling space,
see [2]. The unknown of the problem is ’(t; x), a smooth deformation of the
material evolving with time. The deformation gradient is then F = 3’, the
matrix with components Fil = @l’i. For the types of materials under consider-
ation, the potential energy density is characterized by a stored energy function,
�, which depends on F through the list of principal invariants �1; �2; �3 of the
(left) Cauchy–Green strain matrix B = FFT . A basic requirement for the de-
formation is that B ¿ 0.
The equations of motion are derived by applying Hamilton’s principle to∫ ∫

[ 12 |@t’|2 − �(�1; �2; �3)]dxdt :
So the PDE’s can be formulated as the nonlinear system

@2’i

@t2
− @
@xl

@�
@Fil

= 0 : (3:1)

Here, and in the following, we adopt the summation convention. Appropriate
conditions will be imposed on � in order that (3.1) be hyperbolic.
We will consider only small displacements, u(t; x) = ’(t; x) − x; from the

reference con�guration. In three space dimensions, the global existence of small
amplitude solutions to nonlinear hyperbolic systems hinges on the speci�c form
of the quadratic portion of the nonlinearity in relation to the linear part. Such
compatibility conditions are often referred to as null conditions. From the ana-
lytical point of view, therefore, it is enough to truncate (3.1) at third order in
u, the higher order corrections having no inuence on the existence of small
solutions.
To this end, it is convenient to compute in terms of u; G = F − I , and

C = B− I = G+GT +GGT instead of ’; F; and B. We will expand the stress
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matrix @�
@Fil

to second order in G. Let —1; —2; —3 be the invariants of C. Since
C = B − I , the —k are linear expressions in the �k , as can be checked by
comparing the eigenvalues of B and C. This means that we may just as well
regard � as a function of the —k . Variations in F and G are the same, so we
can write

@�
@F

=
@�
@G

=
@�
@—k

@—k
@G

: (3:2)

We make use of the following general formulas for the invariants of a 3×3
matrix:

—1 = tr C

—2 = 1
2 [(tr C)

2 − tr C2]
—3 = 1

6 [(tr C)
3 − 3(tr C)(tr C2) + 2tr C3] :

Putting C = G +GT +GGT , we obtain, after discarding terms of fourth order
and higher,

—1 = 2trG + trGGT

—2 = 2(trG)2 − trG2 − trGGT

+ 2(trG)(trGGT )− trG2GT − 1
2 trGG

TG − 1
2 trGG

TGT + · · ·
—3 = 4

3 (trG
3)− 2(trG)tr(G2 + GGT )

+ 2
3 tr(G

3 + G2GT + GGTG + GGTGT ) + · · · ; (3:3)

with · · · denoting higher order terms. From (3.3) it is apparent that —k = O(Gk).
Therefore, the relevant terms in the Taylor expansion of � about —k = 0 are

� = �0 + �1—1 + 1
2�11—

2
1 + �2—2 + 1

6�111—
3
1 + �12—1—2 + �3—3 + · · · ; (3:4)

the constants �0; �1, etc., standing for the partial derivatives of � at —k = 0.
From (3.4), the signi�cant terms for the derivatives @�

@—k
are

@�
@—1

= �1 + �11—1 + 1
2�111—

2
1 + �12—2 + · · ·

@�
@—2

= �2 + �12—1 + · · ·

@�
@—3

= �3 + · · · : (3:5)

The derivatives @—k
@G can be found from (3.3), after a bit of calculation,

@—1
@G

= 2(I + G)

@—2
@G

= 2[2 (trG)I − G − GT + (trGGT )I + 2(trG)G
− (GGT + GTG + G2)] + · · · (3:6)
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@—3
@G

= 2[2(trG)2 − 2(trG)(G + GT )
− (trG2 + trGGT )I + (G + GT )2] + · · · :

Into (3.2), we insert the expressions (3.5) and (3.6), keeping only terms of
order one and two

@�
@G

= 2{�1(I + G) + �11(2trG)I + �2[2(trG)I − G − GT ]}
+ 2{�11[2(trG)G + (trGGT )I ] + �111[2 (trG)2I ]
+ �12[6(trG)2I − (2(trG)G + (trGGT )I)− (2(trG)GT + (trG2)I)]
+ �2[(2(trG)G + (trGGT )I)− (G2 + GGT + GTG)]
+ �3[2(trG)2I − (2(trG)G + (trGGT )I)− (2(trG)GT + (trG2)I)

+ (G2 + GGT + GTG) + GTGT ]}+ · · · : (3:7)

Examine �rst the linear terms, which are grouped in the �rst line of (3.7):

2�1(I + G) + 4(�11 + �2)(trG)I − 2�2(G + GT ) :

We impose the condition �1 = 0, which implies that the reference con�guration
is a stress-free state. The Lam�e constants � = 4(�11 + �2) and � = −2�2 are
assumed to be positive. (The density in the reference con�guration has been
taken to be 1.) This renders the linear part of the equation hyperbolic. Set
� + 2� = c21 and � = c22. Extraction of the linear terms in (3.1) yields the
linear operator

Lu = @2t u− c22�u− (c21 − c22)3(3 · u) : (3:8)

The constants c1 and c2 correspond to the speeds of spherical and rotational
waves, respectively. We have also

�2 = −c22=2 and �11 = c21=4 : (3:9)

The remaining quadratic terms in (3.7) contribute to the nonlinearity. The
ith component of the nonlinear term of (3.1) takes the general form N (u; u)i

with

N (u; v)i = Dijklmn@l(@mu
j@nvk) ; (3:10)

for certain constants Dijklmn, to be speci�ed in the next section. (Superscripts will
be reserved for vector coordinates and subscripts for derivatives.) The result of
our calculation is that the truncated equations of motion (3.1) are, succinctly,

Lu = N (u; u) ; (3:11)

with L de�ned in (3.8) and N (u; u) described in (3.10).
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4. The nonlinearity

It is necessary to further analyze the coe�cients Dijklmn of the nonlinearity. To
begin, we will consider the nine di�erent types of quadratic terms that occur
in (3.7), each of which having the form pC

ijk
lmnGjmGkn. The following table

identi�es the coe�cients pC
ijk
lmn; p = 1; 2; : : : ; 9

p pC
ijk
lmnGjmGkn pC

ijk
lmn

1 (trG)2I �il�
j
m�kn

2 (trG)G 1
2 (�

ij�kn�lm + �
ik�jm�ln)

3 (trGGT )I �il�
jk�mn

4 (trG)GT 1
2 (�

i
m�

j
l�
k
n + �

i
n�
j
m�kl)

5 (trG2)I �il�
j
n�km

6 G2 1
2 (�

ij�km�ln + �
ik�jn�lm)

7 GGT 1
2 (�

ij�kl�mn + �
ik�jl�mn)

8 GTG 1
2 (�

i
m�

jk�ln + �in�
jk�lm)

9 GTGT 1
2 (�

i
m�

j
n�kl + �

i
n�
j
l�
k
m)

As is natural given the form of (3.10), the pC
ijk
lmn have been chosen so that

pC
ijk
lmn =pC

ikj
lnm. From (3.7), we have

−Dijklmn = 4(�111 + 3�12 + �3)[1Cijklmn]
+ 2(�11 − �12 + �2 − �3)[2(2Cijklmn) +3Cijklmn]
− 2(�12 + �3)[2(4Cijklmn) +5Cijklmn]
− 2(�2 − �3)[6Cijklmn +7Cijklmn +8Cijklmn]− �3[9Cijklmn] : (4:1)

So Dijklmn inherits the symmetry

Dijklmn = D
ikj
lnm ; (4:2)

from the pC
ijk
lmn, and from (3.10) it follows that

N (u; v) = N (v; u) : (4:3)
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The coe�cients satisfy two additional useful symmetries. The �rst is related
to the variational origin of the problem and is crucial in the derivation of the
energy estimates. Set

Eijklmn = 1
2 (D

ijk
lmn + D

ijk
mln) and Fijklmn = 1

2 (D
ijk
lmn + D

ijk
nml) : (4:4)

Then by (4.4) and (4.2),

Eijklmn = E
ijk
mln and Fijklmn = F

ijk
nml ; (4:5)

and the nonlinearity (3.10) can be expanded

N (u; v) = Dijklmn(@l@mu
j@nvk + @muj@l@nvk)

= Eijklmn@l@mu
j@nvk + F

ijk
lmn@mu

j@l@nvk : (4:6)

The energy symmetry is expressed through

Eijklmn = E
jik
lmn = E

jik
mln and Fijklmn = F

kji
lmn = F

kji
nml : (4:7)

These properties follow from (4.1) and the explicit formulas given in the table.
However, the symmetry does not hold for the pC

ijk
lmn separately. Rather, it is

necessary to group the terms into the �ve units in which they appear in (4.1).
The second symmetry property is a consequence of isotropy, the invariance

of the displacement under the transformation u(t; x) → �−1u(t; �x) for any
orthogonal matrix �. Let ��� be the usual tensor with value +1 when �� is
an even permutation of 123, with value −1 when �� is an odd permutation
of 123, and with value 0 otherwise. Then we have

D�jklmn���i + D
i�k
lmn���j + D

ij�
lmn���k + D

ijk
�mn���l + D

ijk
l�n���m + D

ijk
lm����n = 0 : (4:8)

This may also be veri�ed from the formulas above, although it is the in�nites-
imal version of the isotropy assumption. This property will be used in a later
section to derive simple expressions for angular derivatives of N (u; v).
In order to obtain global solutions, the null condition must be imposed.

Using the decomposition (2.1), it follows for any functions u; v ∈ H 2�, that the
leading term of @l(@muj@nvk) is (x lxmx n=r3)@r(@ruj@rvk). The null condition
is designed to cancel these leading terms. Therefore, we would like to have

Dijklmnx
lxmx n = 0 ; (4:9)

for all x ∈ R3, and all i; j; k = 1; 2; 3. This can be arranged, within the class
of physically meaningful nonlinearities, by balancing the leading terms of the
individual expressions pC

ijk
lmn@l(@mu

j@nvk). These leading terms fall into three
di�erent groups:

pC
ijk
lmnx

lxmx n =


x ix jx k p = 1; 4; 5; 9
1
2 (�

ij + �ik)x ix jx k p = 2; 6; 7

�jkx ix jx k p = 3; 8 :

(4:10)
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Rearranging the coe�cients in (4.1), we have

−Dijklmn = 4(�111 + 3�12)[1Cijklmn]
− 2�12[2(4Cijklmn) +5Cijklmn]
+ 2(�11 − �12)[2(2Cijklmn) +3Cijklmn]
+ �2[2(2C

ijk
lmn)−6Cijklmn −7Cijklmn +3Cijklmn −8Cijklmn]

+ �3[2(1C
ijk
lmn)− 2(4Cijklmn −5Cijklmn +9 Cijklmn

− 2(2Cijklmn) +6Cijklmn +7Cijklmn −3Cijklmn +8Cijklmn] : (4:11)

Note that in view of (4.10), the expressions with coe�cients �2 and �3 are
already null. In order to kill the remaining leading terms, we must take

�11 = �12 and 3�12 + 2�111 = 0 : (4:12)

Thus, we see that (4.12) implies (4.9).1

The following pointwise inequalities follow from (4.9). They are typical of
the way in which the null condition will be used later on.

|Dijklmn@l@muj@nvk |5
C
r

[|3
u‖3v|+ |32u‖
v|] ; (4:13)

|Dijklmn@lui@mvj@nwk |5
C
r

[|
u‖3v‖3w|+ |3u‖
v‖3w|+ |3u‖3v‖
w|] :
(4:14)

The condition (4.9) is exible in that analogous inequalities hold when the
upper or lower indices of Dijklmn are permuted, provided the roles of u; v, and w
are likewise interchanged.
The system of PDE’s (3.11) support spherically symmetric solutions,

namely, those for which 
̃u = 0. Such solutions have the form u(t; x) =
x
r  (t; r), where  is a scalar. In this case, when the derivatives are split into

radial and angular components, the leading terms all reduce to x i

r @r[(@r )
2].

Thus in (4.11), the combination of the terms with coe�cient �12 is now also
null. In the spherically symmetric case, the null condition reduces to

3�11 + 2�111 = 0 : (4:15)

Condition (4.15) is complementary to the genuine nonlinearity condition
given by John in [3], although this is not immediately apparent because John
works with the principal invariants of

√
FFT−I rather than FFT−I . However, a

change of variables shows that his genuine nonlinearity condition for spherically
symmetric solutions is precisely the condition that 3�11 + 2�111-0.

1 Recall that �1 = 0; �11 = c21=4 = (� + 2�)=4, and �2 = −c22=2 = −�=2 have already been
�xed. So we have used all but one of the available degrees of freedom in the coe�cients
of �.
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5. The existence theorem

Having set down the necessary notation and formulated the initial value prob-
lem, we are now ready to record the main result to be proved.

Theorem 5.1. Let f ∈ H�� and g ∈ |D|H��; �= 6; be given functions with

‖f‖H �� + ‖g‖H �−1�
+ ‖ |D|−1g‖H �� ¡ �0 ;

�0 su�ciently small. Assume that the coe�cients D
ijk
lmn de�ned by (4:1) satisfy

(3:9) and the null condition (4:12).
Then the Cauchy problem

Lu = N (u; u)

u(0) = f; @tu(0) = g ;

with
Lu = @2t u− c22�u− (c21 − c22)3(3 · u)

N (u; v)i = Dijklmn@l(@mu
j@nvk)

has a unique global solution u ∈ X �(∞) satisfying the bound
sup

05t¡∞
[E�(u(t)) + (1 + t)−�0E�(u(t))]5 2�0 ;

for some �0 ¿ 0.

We remark that if the initial data are spherically symmetric, i.e. 
̃f =

̃g = 0, then the solution remains spherically symmetric, and the theorem
holds under the weaker assumption (4.15) instead of (4.12).
The use of the nonlocal energy E� requires g ∈ |D|H�� instead of the more

natural space H �−1
� .

6. Commutation relations

Let �a = �a1 · · ·�a� be a product of any � vector �elds. If u is a solution of
(3.11) in X �(T ), then we will show that

L�au =
∑

b+c=a
N (�bu; �cu) ; (6:1)

in which the sum extends over all ordered products �b and �c corresponding to
partitions of �a. This formula reects the symmetries present in the equations
of motion, and its usefulness in the forthcoming estimates motivates the choice
of 
̃; S̃ over 
; S. It is a consequence of the following commutation relations.

For the linear operator L in (3.8), we have

[@; L] = 0; [
̃; L] = 0; and [S̃ ; L] = −2L :
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For the nonlinear term given by (3.10) and (4.1), we can also easily get

@N (u; v) = N (@u; v) + N (u; @v) ;

and
S̃N (u; v) = N (S̃u; v) + N (u; S̃v)− 2N (u; v) :

A slightly longer computation using (4.8) and the fact that

(
̃ju)i = �jpqxp@qui + �jipup

yields

̃jN (u; v) = N (
̃ju; v) + N (u; 
̃jv) :

Equation (6.1) is proven inductively by successively applying each �aj ;
j = �; : : : ; 1 to the equation (3.11), and using the above observations.
As a simple consequence of (6.1), we point out that solutions of Lu =

N (u; u) satisfy L
̃ju = N (
̃ju; u) + N (u; 
̃ju); j = 1; 2; 3, which shows by
uniqueness that spherical symmetry is preserved, as mentioned above.

7. Decay estimates

In this section, we assemble the decay estimates that we will use. Lemmas 7.1
and 7.2 are of Sobolev type: a weighted L∞ norm is controlled by a weighted
L2 norm with two more derivatives. Lemma 7.3 gives a bound for weighted
L2 norms of vectors u in terms of energy and Lu in L2. Finally, after these
preliminaries, we obtain the main decay estimates in Lemmas 7.4 and 7.5, valid
for solutions of Lu = N (u; u). These results are extensions of estimates given
in [10].

Lemma 7.1. Let �(r)= 1 be a C2 radial function with

sup
r=0
[|�′(r)|+ |�′′(r)|]5 Const :

For all su�ciently regular vector-valued functions � on R3; we have

(1 + r2)1=2�(r)|�(x)|5 C
∑

|a|+|b|52
‖�3a
̃ b�‖L2 :

with r = |x| and C depending only on supr=0[|�′(r)|+ |�′′(r)|].
Proof. In Lemma 4.2 in [10], it was shown that

r�(r)|�(x)|5 C

[ ∑
|b|52

‖�
b�‖L2 +
∑
|b|51

‖�@r
b�‖L2
]
:

Of course, for vector-valued functions, we can use 
I = 
̃ − U to get the
same inequality with 
 replaced by 
̃. Finally, in view of the classical Sobolev
inequality in three dimensions, we have �(r)|�(x)| 5 C

∑
|a|52 ‖3a(��)‖L2 ,
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and so by the boundedness of the derivatives of �, we can replace r by (1 +
r2)1=2 above. This proves the Lemma.

We now de�ne a weight function that captures the behavior of the solution
near the two light cones. Set �(r) = (1 + r2)1=2, and de�ne

�(t; r) =
�(c1t − r)�(c2t − r)

1 + �(c1t − r) + �(c2t − r) : (7:1)

Then
1
3
min [�(c1t − r); �(c2t − r)]5 �(t; r)

5 min[�(c1t − r); �(c2t − r)]; for r = 0 ;

C(1 + t)5 �(r)�(t; r); for r = 0 ; (7:2)

and
C(1 + t)5 �(t; r); for 05 r 5 c2(1 + t)=2 : (7:3)

Lemma 7.2. Let �(t; r) be de�ned by (7:1). For all u ∈ X �(T );

�(r)�(t; r)|@au(t; x)|5 C
∑

|b|+|c|52
‖�(t)@a3b
̃cu(t)‖L2 ; |a|+ 25 � ; (7:4)

�(r)|@au(t; x)|5 C
∑

|b|+|c|52
‖@a3b
̃cu(t)‖L2 ; |a|+ 25 � ; (7:5)

Proof. To prove (7.4), apply the previous Lemma to @au(t; · ) for �xed t.
Note that @a and 3b
̃c commute. The bound holds uniformly in t because
|@r�(t; r)|+ |@2r �(t; r)| is uniformly bounded.

If Lemma 7.1 is applied to @au(t; · ) again for �xed t, and �(r) is taken to
be identically equal to 1, then (7.5) results.

Lemma 7.3. For all u ∈ X �(T );

‖�(t)@�au(t)‖2L2 5 C[E�(u(t)) + t2‖ |D|−1L�au(t)‖2L2 ]; |a|+ 15 � ; (7:6)

‖�(t)@3�au(t)‖2L2 5 C[E�(u(t)) + t2‖L�au(t)‖2L2 ]; |a|+ 25 � : (7:7)

Proof. By Lemma 3.1 in [10], we have2

‖�(t)@3u(t)‖2L2 5 C[E2(u(t)) + t2‖Lu(t)‖2L2 ] : (7:8)

Apply this to �au; |a| 5 � − 2, and note that E2(�au(t)) 5 E�(u(t)) for
|a|+ 25 � to get (7.7).

2 In [10] the energy norm was based on S rather than S̃, but the two norms are obviously equivalent.
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Next, write

‖�(t)@�au(t)‖2L2 = ‖�(t)@(−�)(−�)−1�au(t)‖2L2

= ‖�(t)@@p(@p|D|−1)|D|−1�au(t)‖2L2 ;

and apply (7.8) to (@p|D|−1)|D|−1�au; |a| 5 � − 1. Then since @p|D|−1 is
bounded in L2 and @p(−�)−1 commutes with L, we get

‖�(t)@�au(t)‖2L2 5 C[E2(|D|−1�au(t)) + t2‖ |D|−1L�au(t)‖2L2 ] :

However, E2(|D|−1�au(t))5 CE1(�au(t))5 CE�(u(t)), which proves (7.6).

Lemma 7.4. Let u ∈ X �(T ); �= 5; solve Lu = N (u; u); and suppose that

sup
05t¡T

E�(u(t)) ≡ �0

is su�ciently small. Then

‖�(t)@�au(t)‖L2 5 CE�(u(t)); |a|+ 15 � ; (7:9)

‖�(t)@3�au(t)‖L2 5 CE�(u(t)); |a|+ 25 � : (7:10)

Proof. We �rst prove (7.10) using (7.7). Thus, we need to estimate ‖L�a
u(t)‖L2 . Let |a|+25 �. Using the di�erentiation formula (6.1) and (4.6), we
have

L�aui =
∑

b+c=a
N (�bu; �cu)i

=
∑

b+c=a
[Eijklmn@l@m�

buj@n�cuk + F
ijk
lmn@m�

buj@l@n�cuk ] ;

where, for instance, �buj is the jth component of �bu. By symmetry, we need
only consider the �rst group of terms, which can be further separated into two
sums depending on whether |b|+ 15 |c| or |b|+ 1¿ |c|.

If |b| + 1 5 |c|, then |b| + 2 5 � − 2 (since � = 5) and |c| 5 |a|
¡ � − 1. We have by (7.2) and (7.4),

t2‖@l@m�bu(t)@n�cu(t)‖2L2 5 C‖��(t)@l@m�bu(t)‖2L∞‖@n�cu(t)‖2L2

5 C
∑
|a|52

‖�(t)32�a�bu(t)‖2L2‖3�cu(t)‖2L2

5 C
∑

|a|5�−2
‖�(t)32�au(t)‖2L2E�(u(t)) :
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If, on the other hand, |b|+ 1¿ |c|, then |b|5 |a|5 �− 2 and |c|+ 25
� − 1 (�= 5). Hence, by (7.2) and (7.5), we obtain

t2‖@l@m�bu(t)@n�cu(t)‖2L2 5 C‖�(t)@l@m�bu(t)‖2L2‖�@n�cu(t)‖2L∞
5 C‖�(t)32�bu(t)‖2L2

∑
|a|52

‖3�a�cu(t)‖2L2

5 C
∑

|a|5�−2
‖�(t)32�au(t)‖2L2E�(u(t)) :

The preceding therefore yields,

t2‖L�au(t)‖2L2 5 C
∑

|a|5�−2
‖�(t)32�au(t)‖2L2E�(u(t)) ;

which, if we combine with (7.7) and sum on |a|5 � − 2, results in

∑
|a|5�−2

‖�(t)@3�au(t)‖2L2 5 C

[
E�(u(t)) + �0

∑
|a|5�−2

‖�(t)32�au(t)‖2L2
]
:

So if C�0 5 1=2, we get the bound (7.10).
The estimate (7.9) is simpler, since there is one less derivative to estimate

in the nonlinearity:3

‖|D|−1L�au‖L2 = ‖ ∑
b+c=a

|D|−1N (�bu; �cu)‖L2

5 C
∑

b+c=a
‖|D|−1@l(@m�buj@n�cuk)‖L2

5 C
∑

b+c=a
‖3�bu3�cu(t)‖L2 : (7:11)

Then by (7.2),

t2‖|D|−1L�au(t)‖2L2 5 C
∑

b+c=a
‖��(t)3�bu(t)3�cu(t)‖2L2 :

By symmetry, we can take |b|= |c|, so that |b|5 |a|5 �− 1 and |c|+ 25
� − 1 (�= 5). Now by (7.4),

‖��(t)3�bu(t)3�cu(t)‖2L2 5 C‖3�bu(t)‖2L2‖��(t)3�cu(t)‖2L∞
5 C‖3�bu(t)‖2L2

∑
|a|52

‖�(t)3�a�cu(t)‖2L2

5 CE�(u(t))
∑

|a|5�−1
‖�(t)3�au(t)‖2L2 :

The proof of (7.9) is now completed through the use of (7.6).
To conclude this section, we note the following immediate corollary of

Lemmas 7.2 and 7.4.

3 The divergence form of the nonlinear terms is important here.
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Lemma 7.5. Let u ∈ X �(T ); �= 5; solve Lu = N (u; u); and suppose that

sup
05 t¡T

E�(u(t))

is su�ciently small. Then

|�(r)�(t; r)@�au(t; x)|5 CE�(u(t))1=2; |a|+ 35 � ; (7:12)

|�(r)�(t; r)@3�au(t; x)|5 CE�(u(t))1=2; |a|+ 45 � : (7:13)

8. Energy estimates

We now come to the main part of the proof, the derivation of a priori energy
estimates for small solutions. These estimates reect the essential information
required for a formal global existence proof based on iteration.
Let u ∈ X �(T ); � = 6, have small initial data. The strategy will be to

show that d
dt
E�(u(t))5

C
(1 + t)2

E�(u(t))E�(u(t))1=2

and
d
dt
E�(u(t))5

C
1 + t

E�(u(t))E�(u(t))1=2 :

Thus, for small enough initial values E�(u(0)) and E�(u(0)), there is a � ¿ 0
such that

E�(u(t)) + (1 + t)−�E�(u(t))5 2[E�(u(0)) + E�(u(0))] ; (8:1)

for all 05 t ¡∞. Actually, as is standard, the di�erential inequalities will be
proven for perturbed energies with a small cubic correction term which takes
into account the quasilinear nature of the equations. Bounds for the quadratic
energies E� and E� follow immediately. This type of coupled system of in-
equalities allowing for slow growth in a larger norm was used also in [9].
To obtain the �rst of these estimates, the nonlinearity will be estimated

di�erently in the regions r ¡ c2(t + 1)=2 and r ¿ c2(t + 1)=2. In the �rst
zone, the (1 + t)−2 decay factor comes from the weighted L2 and L∞ esti-
mates. For large r, the weighted L∞ estimate and the null condition are used.
The inequality for the nonlocal energy depends on the divergence form of the
nonlinearity and the weighted L∞ estimate.

Recall the formula (6.1):

L�au =
∑

b+c=a
N (�bu; �cu) :

For any |a| 5 � − 1, take the dot product with @t�au, integrate over R3, and
sum on a to get

d
dt
E�(u(t)) =

∑
|a|5�−1

∑
b+c=a

∫
@t�au(t) · N (�bu(t); �cu(t))dx :
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First, we estimate the terms with |b|+25 � and |c|+25 �. Thus, either
|a|+ 25 � or if |a|+ 1 = �, then b-a and c-a. For such terms, we have∣∣∫ @t�au(t) · N (�bu(t); �cu(t))dx∣∣5 C‖@�au(t)‖L2‖N (�bu(t); �cu(t))‖L2 :
Write

N (�bu; �cu) = Eijklmn@l@m�
buj@n�cuk + F

ijk
lmn@m�

buj@l@n�cuk ;

using (4.6). It is enough to estimate the �rst group of terms. Since �= 6, we
have either |b|+ 45 � or |c|+ 35 �.

Suppose that |b|+45 �. Then in view of (7.3), (7.13), and (7.9), we have∫
r¡c2(t+1)=2

|@l@m�buj(t)@n�cuk(t)|2dx

5
C

(1 + t)4
‖��(t)32�bu(t)‖2L∞‖�(t)3�cu(t)‖2L2

5
C

(1 + t)4
E�(u(t))E�(u(t)) :

Or if |c|+ 35 �, then by (7.3), (7.12) and (7.10),∫
r¡c2(t+1)=2

|@l@m�buj(t)@n�cuk(t)|2dx

5
C

(1 + t)4
‖�(t)32�bu(t)‖2L2‖��(t)3�cu(t)‖2L∞

5
C

(1 + t)4
E�(u(t))E�(u(t)) :

On the other hand, when r ¿ c2(t + 1)=2, we make use of (4.13), (7.12)
and (7.13). Assume that |b|+ 45 �. Then∫

r¿c2(t+1)=2
|Eijklmn@l@m�buj(t)@n�cuk(t)|2 dx

5 C
∫

r¿c2(t+1)=2

1
r2
[|3
̃�bu(t)||3�cu(t)|+ |32�bu(t)||
̃�cu(t)|

+ |3�bu(t)||3�cu(t)|+ |32�bu(t)||�cu(t)|]2 dx

5
C

(1 + t)4
[‖��(t)3
̃�bu(t)‖L∞‖3�cu(t)‖L2

+ ‖��(t)32�bu(t)‖L∞‖
̃�cu(t)‖L2
+ ‖��(t)3�bu(t)‖L∞‖3�cu(t)‖L2
+ ‖��(t)32�bu(t)‖L∞‖�cu(t)‖L2 ]2

5
C

(1 + t)4
E�(t)E�(t) ;
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If |c| + 3 5 �, then the role of the L2 and L∞ norms is simply interchanged
in the preceding lines, and (7.9) and (7.10) are used.
Now we proceed to the most singular case when a = b; |a| = |b| = �− 1,

and c = 0, which produces a derivative of order �+ 1. It can be absorbed on
the right after an integration by parts, and it is here that the energy symmetry
will enter. The following identity captures the basic idea. We state if �rst in
a general form, since it will be used again when we consider the nonlocal
energy. Let v; w ∈ X �(T ). Using (4.6) and (4.7) with integration by parts∫

@tv(t) · N (v(t); w(t))dx
=
∫
Dijklmn@tv

i(t)@l(@mvj(t)@nwk(t))dx

=
∫
Eijklmn@tv

i(t)@l@mvj(t)@nwk(t)dx

+
∫
Fijklmn@tv

i(t)@mvj(t)@l@nwk(t)dx

= −∫ Eijklmn@t@lvi(t)@mvj(t)@nwk(t)dx
+
∫
(Fijklmn − Eijklmn)@tvi(t)@mvj(t)@l@nwk(t)dx

= −1
2

∫
Eijklmn@t(@lv

i(t)@mvj(t))@nwk(t)dx

+
∫
(Fijklmn − Eijklmn)@tvi(t)@mvj(t)@l@nwk(t)dx

= −1
2
d
dt

∫
Eijklmn@lv

i(t)@mvj(t)@nwk(t)dx

+
1
2

∫
Eijklmn@lv

i(t)@mvj(t)@t@nwk(t)dx

+
∫
(Fijklmn − Eijklmn)@tvi(t)@mvj(t)@l@nwk(t)dx : (8:2)

Apply this identity with v = �au and w = u, to get∫
@t�au(t) · N (�au(t); u(t))dx

= −1
2
d
dt

∫
Eijklmn@l�

aui(t)@m�auj(t)@nuk(t)dx

+
1
2

∫
Eijklmn@l�

aui(t)@m�auj(t)@t@nuk(t)dx

+
∫
(Fijklmn − Eijklmn)@t�aui(t)@m�auj(t)@l@nuk(t)dx :

An identical expression arises when b = 0 and c = a, thanks to (4.3).
The last two integrals are bounded by C(1 + t)−2E�(u(t))E�(u(t))1=2 in

the same way as above, using (4.13), (4.14), (7.9), and (7.13). Note that the
presence of one time-derivative is permitted in (7.13).
The �rst term and its twin must be included in the energy. Set

Ẽ�(u(t)) = E�(u(t)) +
∑

|a|=�−1

∫
Eijklmn@l�

aui(t)@m�auj(t)@nuk(t)dx :
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Provided that ‖@nuk(t)‖L∞ is small, we have

cE�(u(t))5 Ẽ�(u(t))5 CE�(u(t)) :

Thus, we have shown that

d
dt
Ẽ�(u(t))5

C
(1 + t)2

E�(u(t))E�(u(t))1=2 : (8:3)

The �nal step is to estimate the nonlocal energy. Apply |D|−1�a to the
equation, multiply by @t |D|−1�au, integrate in x, and sum over |a|5 � to get

d
dt

E�(u(t)) =
∑
|a|=�

∑
b+c=a

∫
@t |D|−1�au(t) · |D|−1N (�bu(t); �cu(t))dx :

We �rst consider the case in which |b|+15 � and |c|+15 �. We can then
estimate ∣∣∫ @t |D|−1�au(t) · |D|−1N (�bu(t); �cu(t))dx∣∣

5 C‖@t |D|−1�au(t)‖L2‖ |D|−1N (�bu(t); �cu(t))‖L2 :
Recalling (7.11), we have

‖ |D|−1N (�bu(t); �cu(t))‖L2 5 C‖3�bu(t)3�cu(t)‖L2 :
Since �= 6, we have either |b|+ 35 � or |c|+ 35 �. Assume the former,
without loss of generality. Then by (7.2) and (7.12), we see that

‖3�bu(t)3�cu(t)‖L2 5 ‖3�bu(t)‖L∞‖3�cu(t)‖L2
5

C
1 + t

‖��(t)3�bu(t)‖L∞‖3�cu(t)‖L2

5
C
1 + t

E�(u(t))1=2E�(u(t))1=2 :

This gives the desired bound for all such terms.
Now take a = b; c = 0; and |a| = �. Then integration by parts gives∫
@t |D|−1�au(t) · |D|−1N (�au(t); u(t))dx
=
∫
@t |D|−2�au(t) · N (�au(t); u(t))dx

=
∫
Dijklmn@t(−�)−1�aui(t)@l[@m�auj(t)@nuk(t)]dx

=
∫
Dijklmn@t(−�)−1�aui(t)@l[@m(−�)(−�)−1�auj(t)@nuk(t)]dx

= −∫ Dijklmn@t@p(−�)−1�aui(t)@l[@m@p(−�)−1�auj(t)@nuk(t)]dx
− ∫ Dijklmn@t(−�)−1�aui(t)@l[@m@p(−�)−1�auj(t)@n@puk(t)]dx

= −∫ @t@p(−�)−1�au(t) · N (@p(−�)−1�au(t); u(t))dx
− ∫ Dijklmn@t |D|−1�aui(t)(|D|−1@l)[@m@p(−�)−1�auj(t)@n@puk(t)]dx :
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Apply (8.2) to the �rst integral, with v = @p(−�)−1�au and w = u. This
produces the identity∫

@t |D|−1�au(t) · |D|−1N (�au(t); u(t))dx

= −1
2
d
dt

∫
Eijklmn@l@p(−�)−1�aui(t)@m@p(−�)−1�auj(t)@nuk(t)dx

+
1
2

∫
Eijklmn@l@p(−�)−1�aui(t)@m@p(−�)−1�auj(t)@t@nuk(t)dx

+
∫
(Fijklmn − Eijklmn)@t@p(−�)−1�aui(t)@m@p(−�)−1�auj(t)@l@nuk(t)dx

− ∫ Dijklmn@t |D|−1�aui(t)(|D|−1@l)[@m@p(−�)−1�auj(t)@n@puk(t)]dx :
The last three integrals are bounded by C(1 + t)−1E�(u(t))E�(u(t))1=2, using
(7.13). We absorb the �rst integral into the energy by setting

Ẽ�(u(t)) = E�(u(t)) +
∫
Eijklmn@l@p(−�)−1

× �aui(t)@m@p(−�)−1�auj(t)@nuk(t)dx :
Then for ‖3u(t)‖L∞ small, we have

cE�(u(t))5 Ẽ�(u(t))5 CE�(u(t)) :

And we obtain

d
dt

Ẽ�(u(t))5
C
1 + t

E�(u(t))E�(u(t))1=2 : (8:4)

Of course, we may replace the energies on the right hand side of (8.3) and
(8.4) by the modi�ed energies. The resulting di�erential inequalities yield the
bound (8.1) for Ẽ�(u(t)) and Ẽ�(u(t)), but then also for E�(u(t)) and E�(u(t)),
provided the initial values are small.
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